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Next Week
o IGM survey of syndicate desks is calling for $31.61B next week, a pick-up in activity
against a weaker backdrop. Estimates range from a low of $25B to a high of $40B.
o Names that have or are about to roadshow include Amco, Avista, General Dynamics,
Kexim, and Mid-American Apartment Communities.
o Past the peak in earnings, with only 41 of the S&P500 reporting next week. Record for
the 380 that have reported is 308-69-3. 308 (81%) have beat by an average of 11.4%, 69
have missed by an average of 14.1%, and 3 have tied.
o Economic/Fed Calendar: Focus on Fed speakers and inflation data
▪ Monday
Fed’s Bostic, Barkin, Kaplan, and Evans speak
▪ Tuesday
Fed’s Powell speaks
▪ Wednesday
PPI, Wholesale Inventories, Fed’s Bostic speaks
▪ Thursday
CPI, Initial Jobless Claims, Continuing Claims
▪ Friday
UofM Sentiment
Last Week
o The IG new issue market printed $22.4mm this week, 12% below expectations for
$25.447mm coming in. Execution metrics declined this week. Average book sizes and
oversubscription levels were down. Pricing leverage declined and new issue
concessions grew. If there was a silver lining, this week’s deals broke better than the
prior week’s, but performance was uneven and uninspiring. 16 of 34 tranches priced
were flat to wide on Friday.
o IG 2dary spreads were wider across the board, with Basic Materials, Energy, and
Industrials underperforming.
o The HY market printed $4.28B across 11 deals and 12 tranches. Pricing leverage
disappeared as the week wore on. 3 of 5 deals priced Monday and Tuesday priced at
the tight end of whispers, while only 1 of 7 did on Wednesday and Thursday. The
calendar outperformed a 2dary market that was both down and wider. This week’s
deals were up an average of ~1/2 point.
o IG Fund Flows: EPFR reported inflows to IG fund the week ending 5/02 totaling
$2.672B, bringing ytd inflows to $35.398B. The 4WMA is now $2.067B, above the ytd
weekly average of $1.967B.
o HY Fund Flows: EPFR reported inflows of $999.69mm, the fourth week in the last five
that generated inflows. The 4WMA is now +706.27mm. The cumulative outflow from
HY in 2018 is now down to -$7.313mm.
o Dealer Positions: Dealer corporate inventories jumped 13% to $20.659B the week
ending 4/25. 86% of the $2.4B increase came in holdings of commercial paper and
corporates maturing 13mos and in. Inventory across all maturity remains within 2017
ranges. The only two maturity or ratings buckets where current holdings are above
2017 averages are IG >10yr and HY >10yr. IG>10yr holdings were $2.843B versus a
$1.193mm average in 2017 and HY>10yr holdings were $1.411B versus a $965.77mm
average in 2017.
o IG volume for April finished at $118.615B, the busiest April in history. After starting the
year slowly, overall ytd volume has made some serious progress catching up to last
year’s pace. YTD volume of $482.9B is $39.4B (7.5%) behind last year’s 18 week total.
o HY volume for April finished at $23.65B bringing the ytd total to $106.775B. HY is
$22.75B (17.6%) behind last year’s ytd total.
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Interesting to look at the IG report card below and note the outperformance of the
floaters over fixed in the paired deals that priced this week. Lloyds 3yr frn, Daimler’s 2yr
frn and 3yr frn outperformed the fixed by 3 bp’s. Daimler’s 5yr frn outperformed by
2. And in the strongest showing Ford’s 5yr frn outperformed its fixed tranche by 10
bp’s.
If frn’s continue to so clearly outperform fixed rate tranches, expect to see issuers stop
pricing their frn’s off of the fixed tranche and separate executions. Easiest way is to do
the floater first and come back later for fixed. Might we see a deal where they market
together and the frn comes inside the libor equivalent of fixed?
While on the subject of frn’s, 3mLibor has jumped ~175 bp’s since the beginning of
2016. Over the same time frame the 5yr yield has only risen ~100 bp’s. Looking at 5yr
fixed and/or float paired trades priced in 2016, frn’s are currently yielding 75-100 bp’s
more than the original fixed yield on the fixed rate tranches and are 5 points higher in
price. For long only cash investors, frn’s have simply dominated.
Given the narrative earlier in the year regarding front end overhang flattening credit
curves, it is also interesting to note on DAIGR's $4B 7 tranche offering on Monday the
strength of demand in the front end. The 2yr and 3yr maturities had more than twice
as much demand as the 5yr. Concessions were correlated with demand as the (just)
$300mm tap had an 11 bp's concession and the 5yr an 8 bp's concession, while the
larger 2yr and 3yr maturities were only 2 bp's. Book sizes also highlighted demand side
preference in the 2yr for floaters over fixed and in the 3yr and 5yr for fixed over floating.
Great article in Bloomberg summarizing key takeaways from the Milken Institute Global
Conference, "relative risk is evident in part in debt growth: investment-grade bonds
outstanding have more than doubled since the end of 2008. Total debt outstanding,
including loans, for all U.S. companies grew by more than a third between the end of
2008 and 2017. For consumers, that liability expansion has been much more measured,
with total household borrowings up about 3.8 percent since the end of 2008, according
to the New York Federal Reserve. That comparative growth has worried big bond
buyers. BlackRock Inc. and Guggenheim Partners have recently turned more cautious on
buying corporate debt. The junk-bond market is one of the of the major cracks in the
foundation of the economy, said Tad Rivelle, chief investment officer for fixed income at
TCW Group Inc. “You can keep kicking the can down the road but sooner or later
there’s going to be a reckoning,” Rivelle said in a panel at the Milken Institute Global
Conference." "More of that debt is rated just a few steps above junk. BBB rated
issuance accounted for 42 percent of total U.S. investment-grade corporate bond sales
in 2017, according to Morgan Stanley, a record for as far back as the bank’s data go. If
credit ratings were based on leverage alone, more than a quarter of the investmentgrade universe would have a high-yield rating, the report said." "You certainly should
get out of high yield,” Guggenheim Partners Chief Investment Officer Scott Minerd said
in an interview Wednesday, but it’s too soon to short junk debt since Guggenheim
doesn’t expect a recession until early 2020. “Investment-grade credit makes no sense
at all.” (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-04/in-birthplace-of-junkinvestors-see-risks-after-decade-of-debt)
Another Bloomberg article highlighting where we are in the rate cycle and perhaps the
key shift challenging market complacency. “Yields on short-term U.S. high-grade
corporate bonds rose to 3% last week, marking an eight year high with “far greater
significance to investors” than the 10-year Treasury hitting the same milestone,
BlackRock’s global chief investment strategist Richard Turnill writes in note.
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For the first time since the financial crisis, investors can earn positive afterinflation returns from these bonds. Short- term corporate bond yields have risen
above 3% with the corresponding Treasury yields rising to just shy of 2.5%.
“Investors no longer need to take on as much risk to generate enough return to
preserve purchasing power”
A lack of lower-risk income sources since the financial crisis forced investors
toward riskier assets, resulting in higher prices
“What happens as this process kicks into reverse amid rising rates? With the rise
in short-term yields, we see assets closest to Treasuries repricing first as the
competition for capital heats up”
"Sustained growth supports credit, but high valuations limit upside. Prefers upin-quality exposures as ballast to equity risk. Higher-quality floating rate
instruments and shorter maturities are well positioned for rising rates"
While rates are much lower in developed markets outside the U.S., although
greater competition for capital from U.S. shorter-duration bonds “has
implications across asset classes”
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